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Cisco Threat Grid and IBM Resilient
Orchestrate incident response
Benefits

Overview

• Maintain audit trail and logging to
preserve a courtroom-admissible
audit trail of an incident response

The IBM Resilient and Cisco Threat Grid solution provides security teams with the actionable
insights needed to accelerate and sharpen incident response. This enterprise-grade integration
is built directly into the Resilient Incident Response Platform. Analysts can rapidly drill down from
Resilient into the Threat Grid unified malware analysis and threat intelligence platform.

• Track the incident and create
detailed notes and tasks throughout
the incident lifecycle
• Identify threats in real time,
analyze threat severity, and rapidly
orchestrate incident response

Analysts in Resilient can look up indicators of compromise within Threat Grid and submit
suspected malware for detonation within the sandbox technology. These findings are automatically
pulled into an incident report.
Security teams gain valuable incident data such as Indicators of Compromise (IoC), forensic
evidence, and threat intelligence. They can then populate it into Resilient’s powerful and dynamic
response playbooks.
The consolidated view enables organizations to orchestrate the people, processes, and
technology involved in the entire threat investigation and incident response process.

Key Capabilities
Advanced threat analysis

Orchestration

Automation

• Malware file detonation and
sandbox analysis (see graphic)

• Case management

• Integration with existing security and IT tools

• Threat scoring and prioritization

• User tasks, roles, and responsibilities
• Process assessment and improvement

• Automated incident escalation,
enrichment, and remediation

• Process mapping

• Dynamic playbooks that guide responses

• Attack correlation
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• Scripted actions that enable analysts
to fulfill tasks automatically
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Respond to threats faster
Security analysts are faced with the
daunting task of detecting advanced threats,
analyzing them to determine the severity, and
conducting rapid incident responses. Many of
these tasks are manual and labor intensive,
causing missed threat indicators and delayed
responses to the most severe events.
The intelligent orchestration capabilities of
Threat Grid and Resilient help expedite these
functions, reducing operational overhead and
increasing efficiency in security operations.

The Cisco Security and
IBM Security advantage
The ongoing collaboration between Cisco
Security and IBM Security helps organizations
strengthen their posture against increasingly
sophisticated cyberattacks. Rather than
working in silos, as is the industry norm,
these two leading security providers are
collaborating to build solutions and share
threat information that will empower clients
to act at extreme speed and scale, to see a
threat once—and protect everywhere.

Next Steps
The Cisco Threat Grid and Resilient solution provides customers with more efficient solutions to
rapidly detect and analyze threats, and subsequently orchestrate the incident responses to protect their
environments. These capabilities eliminate redundant and tedious tasks typically performed by security
analysts, creating more effective security operations. For additional information,
visit: http://cs.co/ibmsec.
For additional questions or for opportunities and connections:
Cisco: cisco-ibm-security@cisco.com or IBM: cisco-ibm-security@us.ibm.com.
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